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This presentation will identify primary federal criminal 
statutes most likely to be implicated in a federal 
healthcare prosecution or grand jury investigation, 
including both substantive healthcare offenses and 
procedural or process crimes such as obstruction of 
justice in a health care fraud investigative setting. It will 
also identify the most common types of contacts from 
law enforcement and discuss how to respond in ways 
that reduce criminal exposure or make your orginzation 
a less attractive target for prosecution.
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Substantive Offenses/Criminal Statutes

▪ Health Care Fraud, 18 U.S.C. § 1347

▪ Conspiracy to Commit Healthcare Fraud, 18 U.S.C. § 1349 

▪ Making a False Claim for Reimbursement, 18 U.S.C. § 286 

▪ Making a False Statement to an official agency of the United 
States, 18 U.S.C. § 1001.

▪ Anti Kickback Statute – 42 U.S.C. § 1320a – 7(b)(b)

▪ Mail Fraud, 18 U.S.C. § 1341

▪ Wire Fraud, 18 U.S.C. § 1343 
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Substantive Offenses/Criminal Statutes

▪ In the interest of time, this presentation will not cover 
prescription/over prescribing cases since those are typically 
prosecuted as drug distribution cases under Title 21.

▪ For the same reason, the money laundering statutes will not 
be covered (18 U.S.C. § 1956-1957)
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Penalties 

▪ All of these are Federal Felony offenses, with maximum 
sentences of at least 5 years in prison per violation, some 
have 10 year maximums.

▪ A typical healthcare fraud case will involve multiple potential 
violations, so from a “maximum sentence” standpoint, you 
can see 50, 75, 100, 20 year maximums pretty quickly. 

▪ Extremely rare for statutory “minimum mandatory” 
sentences to apply.
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Example

▪ In a false claim case, the allegation is one of “upcoding” and 
a provider has been billing an upcoded/incorrect procedure 
for a full year.  If the Provider has performed 200 of those 
procedures, and billed for 100 of them incorrectly, each of 
the 100 incorrect billings is a potential false claim under 18 
U.S.C. § 286, which has a maximum prison term of 5 years. 

100 x 5 = 500 years
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Example

▪ If a Provider pays salespersons on a commission basis for 
Federal Health Care referrals, the Provider could run afoul of 
the federal anti-kickback statute, 42 U.S.C. § 1320a-7b(b).  
This statute has a ten year maximum imprisonment.

Let’s say over a 3 year period, the salesforce of 2 persons was 
paid a yearly bonus. The potential maximum prison time is 
then 60 years. 
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▪ Precisely because the “maximum confinement” numbers are 
so draconian and insane, there is – as a practical matter –
little point in dwelling upon them. Federal sentencing 
guidelines – now advisory – play a large role in what sort of 
sentence a Defendant in a criminal case actually receives. 
And, thanks to a 2005 U.S. Supreme Court Decision, the 
guideline sentence is not mandatory and merely advisory. 
This principal has been greatly validated and strengthened in 
the intervening years. 
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▪ Judges do give non-violent, first time offenders a 
significant amount of credit when fashioning a 
sentence. In fact, they are specifically required to do 
so by statute 18 U.S.C. § 3553(a)(1).
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▪ So, just know that felony convictions are serious and can lead 
to significant imprisonment and large fines/forfeitures, as 
well as exclusion (disqualification/disenrollment) from health 
insurance networks.

As a practical matter, exclusion may be the most 
economically significant consequence – even though it is 
usually a collateral consequence of a federal healthcare offense. 
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Healthcare Fraud

18 U.S.C. § 1347

➢ Passed in 1996

➢ Prohibits the knowing and willful execution of a scheme 
or artifice to defraud any “healthcare benefit program”.

➢ Also makes “attempts to commit healthcare fraud” a 
substantive violation. 

Healthcare benefit program defined at 18 U.S.C. § 24:

“any public or private plan or contract, affecting commerce” 

(as a practical matter, this is any healthcare plan.) 

- very broad definition
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Healthcare Fraud

Generally going to be for more systematic, 
ongoing, “grotesque” or horrendous, either in 
terms of dollars generated or the disparity 
between the services as described on 
billing/certification documents – and the 
services actually (or not) rendered. 
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Healthcare Fraud

Example –

Nursing home provider operated at such a poor 
level of care that billing Medicare amounted to criminal 
fraud because the services billed were deemed not to 
have even been rendered. 

United States v. Houser 754 F3d 1335 (11th Cir. 2014)
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Attempt & Conspiracy

Attempt to commit healthcare fraud is 
punishable just as a successful attempt. An 
agreement to commit healthcare fraud is also 
punishable as a conspiracy and subjects the 
defendant to the same punishment. 18 U.S.C. §
1349.
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General Conspiracy 18 U.S.C. § 371

• An agreement to commit a federal felony ( or to defraud the United 
States). There must have been an “overt act” – the overt act need not be 
criminal itself but made “in furtherance” of the object of the conspiracy.

• Note – Healthcare fraud conspiracy does not have an overt act 
requirement.  

• No requirement of a formal agreement or a written agreement.

• However, in healthcare cases, sometimes partnership, joint ventures or 
sales/consulting/employment agreements can themselves constitute 
evidence of conspiracy, especially in the Antikickback Statute area.
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Submitting a False Claim

• 18 U.S.C. § 287 Prohibits the making of any false, fictitious or 
fraudulent claim to a federal agency or department – so 
medicare, Tricare – any federal agency whatsoever. 

• Also Medicaid since it is federally subsidized.

• Double billing, inflated, upcoding all could apply.

• But there has to be a claim made or presented.
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Antikickback Statute

• Prohibits “remuneration” (paying or receiving) in exchange for 
referrals for healthcare products or services. Covers payments 
to any person who induced such a referral – not just the 
actual providers of the product or service.

• Problematic because many standard business practices 
(commissions, finders or referral fees or revenue sharing) are 
illegal under the Antikickback Statute.
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Antikickback Statute

• Intent (means rea) – Must be “willful” (does not mean the 
defendant knew the specific statute he violated – but it does 
mean the defendants “acted with the intent to do something 
the law forbids.”) United States v. Vernon, 723 F.3d 1234 (11th

Cir. 2013).
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Antikickback Statute

• Is limited to federal healthcare programs, which are defined 
as “any plan or program that provides health benefits funded 
directly, in whole or in part, by the federal government or a 
state healthcare program.”

See Office of the HHS Inspection General, Special Advisory 
Bulletin, “The Effect of Exclusion from Participation in Federal 
Healthcare Programs,” September 1999, Note 1
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Mail Fraud

• 18 U.S.C. § 1341 

• So quaint. Almost comfort food…..

• Any scheme or artifice to defraud – using the mail.

• Now includes interstate carriers:
• FedEx

• UPS

• Amazon  (probably not?)

• Each Mailing is a separate offense. 

• The use of the mail just needs to be part of the mechanism of 
the scheme – not a central or regular component of the 
scheme.
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Wire Fraud 18 U.S.C. § 1343

▪ Same “fraud” scope  as mail fraud
▪ Scheme or artifice to defraud”

▪ Historically – telegraph, telephone, radio.

▪ Facsimile transmissions (brief, so brief – not sure any of my 
sons know what a fax was/is)

▪ Emails

▪ Text messages

▪ Any communication within electronic systems/billing systems

As with mail fraud each “wiring” is a separate offense, even if 
there is only one “scheme to defraud.”
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Wire/Mail Fraud

▪ The wire transmission or mailing need not be carried out by a 
culpable party. So long as one participant in a fraudulent 
scheme causes the use of the mail or wire transmission, all 
other knowing participants are criminally liable. United States 
v. Munoz, 403 F.3d 1357; United States v. Hudson 333 F.3d 
1264 (11th Cir. 2003)
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False Statement 18 U.S.C. § 1001

▪ A very broad statute.

▪ So broad that it sits astride the substantive and obstructive 
portion of this outline.

▪ A false statement offense can be accomplished by submitting 
an altered or false log or certification.

▪ Or, by telling a lie on a material point during an FBI interview. 
(Martha Stewart; Michael Flynn)
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False Statement 18 U.S.C. § 1001

• In the context of the substantive healthcare statutes, a false 
statement (known to be false – a true mistake is not false) 
made to an agency of the federal government. 

• Has to be “material” (lawyer speak for important or 
significant”)

-or if you prefer:

• a statement “capable of affecting or influencing the exercise 
of a government function”

United States v. Boffil-Rivera, 607 F 3d 736 (11 Cir. 2010).
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False Statement 18 U.S.C. § 1001

• False statement can be established by a false representation 
or by the concealment of a material fact.

• False statement cases involving substantive healthcare are 
often hard to distinguish from false claims cases.

• Courts have upheld some “claims-like” false statement cases 
while striking down others. That is, a failure to perform a 
contract, even if material (false) representations are made, 
will be unlikely to support a criminal false statement 
prosecution. 
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False Statement 18 U.S.C. § 1001

• In general, the more “fact-like” the 
representation or the concealment of a fact –
the more likely the court will sustain a charge 
under § 1001.

• And, the factual background typically will 
involve the government’s 
oversight/regulatory function 
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Obstruction Offenses in a Healthcare Setting

• False statements, 18 U.S.C.  § 1001

• The “interview lie” is most common. 

• This scenario arises in virtually all white collar 
settings.

• No requirements of an oath, nor any sort of 
“warning.”

• “Exculpatory No” doctrine is extremely dead. 
Brogan v. United States, 522 U.S. 398(1998)
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Obstruction Offenses in a Healthcare Setting

• Obstruction of proceedings before agencies, 
departments and committees, 18 U.S.C.  § 1505

• Not required that a “proceeding” be focused on 
your particular organization or enterprise (United 
States v. Taohim, 817 F.3d 1215 (11th Cir. 2016)
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Obstruction Offenses in a Healthcare Setting

• The general obstruction statute 18 U.S.C. § 1503 

• AKA “The Omnibus Clause”

• To corruptly endeavor to impede the due 

administration of justice. § 1503  has been 
upheld even though more specific statutes 
expressly cover the same conduct. United 
States v. Davis 854 F.3d 1276 (11th Cir. 2017) 
(witness tampering under § 1512).
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Obstruction Offenses in a Healthcare Setting

• Obstruction of criminal investigation 18 U.S.C. 
§ 1510(d)(includes notification of a person of 
the existence of a federal grand jury 
subpoena with intent to obstruct a judicial 
proceeding – if the notifying person is 
“engaged in the business of insurance”).
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Witness Tampering & Document Destruction
18 U.S.C. § 1512

• Use or threats of force

• Corruptly persuades, uses intimidation, or 
attempts to do so. 18 U.S.C. § 1512(b)

• To influence that person’s testimony, to 
destroy or alter documents, etc. 

Or

• The alteration or destruction of any 
document or record. 18 USC § 1512(c)
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Witness Tampering & Document Destruction
18 U.S.C. § 1512

• Practically speaking, nothing gets agents and 
prosecutors more excited than physical or 
electronic document destruction or 
attempted or actual erasing. Once you have 
reason to know of an investigation, preserve 
documents and records.

• Litigation Hold memo/letter.

• Slow down.
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Witness Tampering & Document Destruction
18 U.S.C. § 1512

• When real or suspected document 
destruction has occurred, Assistant US 
Attorneys sleep better prosecuting the good 
citizen, the person down the street, the youth 
soccer coach, or “The Healer.”

• Can completely change the tenor of an 
investigation.
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Law Enforcement “Contacts”

• Search Warrant
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Law Enforcement “Contacts”

• Search Warrant

• Federal grand jury subpoena
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Law Enforcement “Contacts”

• Search Warrant

• Federal grand jury subpoena

• Civil Investigative Demand
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Law Enforcement “Contacts”

• Search Warrant

• Federal grand jury subpoena

• Civil Investigative Demand
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Law Enforcement “Contacts”

• Search Warrant

• Federal grand jury subpoena

• Civil Investigative Demand

• Target Letter

• Exclusion Notice

• Suspension of controlled substance license
All of these, except search warrants, should not be dealt with on the fly. 

Not Smart

Not Fair
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For a Search Warrant:

• Do not refuse or impede the agents.

• Send employees home.

• Call experienced white collar counsel.

• Don’t try to explain anything. 

• They are there because they think 

crimes are happening. 
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Law Enforcement “Contacts”

In the case of a search warrant, get out of the 
way – send people home.

However, in all these instances, do call an 
experienced healthcare attorney and/or white 
collar attorney, preferably someone who is both.

Agents show up in pairs, are trained to take 
advantage of the desire all of us have to be 
“cooperative.” Don’t fall for that old ruse. 
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Questions
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